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71. Relations among Topologies on Riemann Surfaces. I

By Zenjiro KURAMOCHI
Mathematical Institute, Hokkaido University

(Comm. by K. KuNucI, M.J.A., July 12, 1962)

Let R be a Riemann surface and let R(n=0,1, 2,. .) be its
exhaustion with compact relative boundary 3R.. Suppose R is a
Riemann surface with positive boundary (if R has null-boundary,
consider R--Ro instead of R). Then we can introduce some topologies
from the original topology (definecl by local parameters) which are
homeomorphic to the original topology in R. We know Stoilow’s,
Green’s, K-Martin’s and N-Martin’s topologies) (we abbreviate them
by S. T, G. T, KM. T and NM. T respectively in the present papers).
Also we can define the ideal boundary B by the completion of R
with respect to a(c-S, G, KM or NM)-topology. When R is a
subdomain in the z-plane, the boundary of R is realized. In this
case also we can use the topology defined by Euclidean metric
abbreviated by E.T. To study potential, analytic functions and the
structure of Riemann surfaces, we use suitable topologies on R. But
it is important to consider the relations among topologies on R.

Let [p be a point of R--R+B with respect to a-topology and

let [v,(p)=E z: dist (p, z)< 1 where dist (p, z) is the distance
n

between p and z with respect to a-topology. Suppose a and /9-
topologies are defined on R. Then lim[vn(p)--p--lim[vn(p) for

peR. If lim[vn(p)-]--[p for every peR, we say that a is finer

than fl and denote it by a}-fl. If a is not finer than and also
is not finer than a, we say that a and are independent and denote

it by a>gfl. Suppose KM. T and NM. T are defined in R. Let B
be the set of y-minimal point (=K or N).) Then B--B=B is an

F set of harmonic measure zero for K and of capacity zero for N
respectively. Let G be a domain in R and peB. If Ka(z,p)

< K(z,p)(cN(z,p)<N(z,p)), we say Gp(Gp), where K(z,p)(co(N(z,p))
is the least positive super (super)) harmonic function in R (in R--Ro)
larger than G. Then we proved that such domains have almost the

1) Z. Kuramochi: On the behaviour of analytic functions on the ideal boundary.
II, Proc. Japan Acad., 38, 188-193 (1962).

2) Z. Kuramochi: On potentials on Riemann surfaces, Journ. Hokkaido Univ.,
(1962).
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same properties) of the system of neighbourhoods of p, i.e. 1)
v(p)p. 2) If Gp, int (CG)p. 3) If Gp,G. From above

=I

facts there exists t ost one component of G’ of G such that G’D.
SppoBe T ad -topo]oie ae dealed o R. I FG,-[], e By

that T s ner T-pproximteIy thn t p nd denote it by --,
here Gp nd the intersection is tken over

that GD nd the c|osure is taken with respect to T-topology.
Re|aton S.T and other topologies. Since every ne1hbourhood

,() of p re|tive to .? has compact re|tive boundary, we Bee

at once
Theorem 1. E.T--S.T, G.T--S.T, NM.T--S.T and KM.T-.S.T.
Approximate relations among topologies. We proved that

KM. T, NM. T, G.T and S.T are H.S-topology (harmonically separa-
tive) and NM. T, G.T and S.T are D.S (Dirichlet-separative
can be proved easily that E.T is H.S and D.S. Let R be a Riemann
surface and let R be a covering surface over R and let f(z)-w:
and weR be an analytic function from R into R. Then we proved

Theorem 2. a). Le$ R be a Riemann surface with KM.T and
R_ wih an H.S-opology. Then if R is of positive boundary (if R
is of null-boundary, f(z) is a covering of F-type),

f(G,)-one point of R-B
excep$ a G, se$ of B of harmonic measure zero, where Gp.

Let n(w) be the number of times when w is covered by R. If
n(w)<=M o in a neighbourhood of B_ of R and there exists a neigh-
bourhood (with respect to local parameter) C(p) for peR such that
every connected piece of R over C(p) has finite area, we say that R
is a covering surface almost finitely sheeted. Then

Theorem 2. b). Let R be a Riemann surface (of positive boun-
dary or of null-boundary) and let R be a covering surface (with
NM. T) of almost finitely sheeted over R which has a D.S-topology.
Then

(-]f(G)-one point of R+B:
except a G set of B of inner capacity zero.

Consider R--R_ and w=f(z) an identical mapping and Martin’s
topologies and other topologies. Suppose KM.T and another H.S
topology. Then by a) we have

4) Z. Kuramochi: On the behaviour of analytic functions on the ideal boundary.
I, Proc. Japan Acad., 38, 150-155 (1962).

5) See 4).
6) Z. Kuramochi: On the behaviour of analytic functions on the ideal boundary.

III, Proc. Japan Acad., 38, 194-198 (1962).
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Theorem 3. a). KM. T}-NM. T, KM. T.G.T, and KM. T>-E.T
except a G set of harmonic measure zero.

Similarly by b) we have

Theorem 3. b). NM. T>-G.T and NM.T--E.T
except a G set of inner capacity zero.

Next we show KM. T>+<NM. T, KM. T<E.T, NM. T>K,E.T, KM. T
>+<G.T and NM. T>KG.T.

M. Brelot) constructed the example of the following type
Example 1. Let C be a square: 0 Im z 6 and 0 Re z 6 and

let

S,: Im z- --6 O < Re z<l.5-a
2

S: Im z-6-- 1.5+a<Re z<4.5
2

C67t
6S" Im z=-- 4.5+a<Re z<5
2
6S: Im z--2--, O<Re z<5,

for odd number n.

SI: Im z- 6 1<Re z< 1.5--a,
2
6S: Im z- 2--, 1.5+a<Re z<4.5

6S: Imz-2-q, 4.5+a,<Re z<6,

S: Im z-6-- 1<Re z<6
2

for even number n.

Put D--C--S. Then D is simply connected. Let pi--1.5
=1

1(_ 6 ) 1( 6 )i (n--1 2...). Map+- +-y i and p-4.5+ ++
D onto {<1. Then the images of {p} and {pl} converge to the
same point on {]-1. Whence lira K(z, pl)--lim K(z, pi) for zeD,
i.e. {pl} and {p} determine the same K-Martin’s point relative to D.
Put 9-C--(S+Sf+S). Then 9D. He proved that {a.} can be

W=I

chosen so small that Green’s functions of D and 9 have almost same
behaviour at {pl}(i-1, 2) and proved that {pl} and {p} determine the
same K-Martin’s point of 9. Clearly {pl} and {pl} determine different
accessible boundary points. Hence KM. TE.T. This method can be
also used for N(z, p) and we have similarly NM.TE.T. Also he
constructed the example of the following type

Example 2. Let C be a circle, ]z]<l. Let S: argz=0,0<z<l.

Let T: argz--0, 1--<z<1--2+a a<4X2 Let {p} be

1sequences such that pi: ]pi--l=, arg (pi--1)- 3= .and p,. p--l
1 arg(p--1)---lZ
2 4

7) M. Brelot: Sur le principe des singularit4s positives et la topologie de R. S.
Martin, Ann. Univ. de Grenoble (1946).
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Put D-C-S and map D onto I1<1. Then z--1 is mapped two
different points and , whence lim K(z, p)4=lim K(z, p,). Put

-C--S+T,, We can choose a so small that {p} and {p,} de-

termine different K-Martin’s points relative to tg. On the other
hand, clearly {p} and {p} determine the same boundary point. Hence
KM.T-E.T. Similarly as above it can be proved NM.T.E.T. Thus
we have

Theorem 4. a). KM.T>g.E.T and NM.T>g.E.T.
Next we show KM.T>g.NM.T.

Lemma 1. a). Let F be a closed set in C: ]zll such that
F3C--O. Let [2--C--F and Po: z-1 on 3C. Then there exists only
one K-Martin’s point of [2 on Po.

Let D be a simply connected domain in C such that DF and

ODOC=O. Put v(p)--E z: Iz--P01<- Let G(z, Zo) and G(z, Zo)

be Green’s functions of 9-v(p) and of C-v(p): zoeD--F. We can
suppose vn(p)D--O for n>=no. Then G2(z, zo)-G(z, Zo)-Hn(z) in
C--D--vn(p), where H(z) is a positive harmonic function in C--D
--v(p) such that H(z)-O on C+v(p) and H,(z)-G(z, Zo)-G2(z, Zo)
>0 on 3D. Since 3Dpo--O and 3D3C=0, H(z)<=M and
9ZG( ,Zo)>N>0 on 3D for n=>n0. Hence there exists a constant L

such that H(z)<L G2(z, Zo) on D, whence by the maximum principle
G2(z, Zo)<__G(z, Zo)<__G2(z, z0)(l+L) in C--D--v(po). Next by G3(z, Zo)
--G(z, Zo)-O on 3v(p) we have

0<__ 3---G(3n z)<(I+L)---G(,__ z) on 3v(po). 1 )

Let V(z) be a positive harmonic function in/2 vanishing on C--po+F

fv( )(except a set of F of capacity zero). Then V(z)-lim.= 2--
3---G2(, z)ds. Let U(z) be a positive least superharmonie function
3n
in C larger than V(z) on v(po). Then U(z). Put U(z)--lim Us(z).

Then U(z)=liml--IV()_a--a-Gn(,z)ds. Hence by (1) U(z) oo. We say
2J n

that U(z) is obtained by extremisations from V(z) and denote U(z)
=eV(z). Let U(z) be a positive harmonic function vanishing on
C--po. Let V,(z) be the least positive superharmonie function in
C--F larger than U(z) in v(p). Then V(z)V(z). We denote it by
V(z)-,U(z). Then If V(z)< o, (V(z))-V(z)? Assume there
exist two K-Martin’s points of /2 on Po, i.e. K(z, p)#K(z, p): p
lies on po:i-1,2. Then K(z,p)-O on 3C-po. Now C is a unit

8) Z. Kuramochi: Relations between harmonic dimensions, Proc. Japan Acad.,
3z4, 576-580 (1954).
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circle and there exists only one positive harmonic function KC(z, Po)
which vanishes on 3C-po. Whence K(z,p) is a multiple of
Kv(z, Po), i.e. exKa(z, p)--a,K(z, Po) and K(z, p)=a, ,(KC(z, Po)).
But K(q, p)--K(q, p)--l’q is a fixed point in f2 and a--a.. This
contradicts K(z, p)ev K(z, p). Hence, we have Lemma 1. Similarly
as above we have

Lemma 1. b). Let D be a Riemann surface with positive
boundary and let {p} and {p,} be two sequences determining the
same K-Martin’s point of D. Let F be a compact set in D and put
f)--D--F. Then {p} and {p} also determine the same K-Martin’s
point relative to f).

Let S be a sector such that llz]exp -, 0arg zO with a
finite number of radial slits. Let U(z) be a harmonic function in S
with boundary value (?(e*) and (re) on zl-1 and ]zl-exp

where (e) and (re) are continuous. Then D(U(z) >= L- I(e)

--(re)ldO.) Map S by 5_logz onto O<Re<l,O<ImS<y. Then
we have

Lemma 2. Let U(z) be a harmonic function in a rectangle
ORezl,OImzr with a finite number of vertical slits and
suppose U(z) is continuous on Im z-O and Im z-y. Then

D(U(z)) >__ 1 --f V(x+ V(x)

Lemma 3. Let C be a circle zll and let be an arc on 3C:
argzla. Let F be analytic curve such that Fv(po)--O for a
number 0: v(po)=E[z: ]z--llJ. Then for any given positive
number there exists a number a (depending on F and Zo) such that
w(z, , c) on F for length of Aa, where Zo is a point such that
(z, Zo)

ZoV(p), G(z, Zo) and w(z,A, C) is a Green’s function and harmonic
measure of A relative to C.

Map lzl<l by a linear transformation 5-5(z) onto 151<l so
that z=l--l,z-Zo->-O. Then A-A* and F[’* respectively.

1 f 1--2r cos(O--)+r(1-r) d: --re% We can sup-Now w(, A*, C)---
A*

pose v,(po)[F*--O for >0 and larg[>.>0 for ev,(1). Hence

w(,A*,C)<= length Of(l_r on F*. On the other hand, G(z, Zo)
2 sin 3.

=--logr:r--I]. Hence we can choose a number a such that
w(z, A, C)<=G(z, Zo) on F.

Lemma 4. Let D be a Riemann surface with positive boundary

9) See 2).
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and let ElSE and FIF be closed sets in D. Let G(z,z) be a
Green’s function of (D--M)--L with pole Zo in D--L--M(G(z, Zo)
means simply that of D--L). Then

-(z, z). (a(z, > G,(z, z)a,(z, Zo) Zo)
Let FF2(i=I, 2,..., n) be closed sets in D. Then, (z, Zo)-, (z, Zo) (a ’(z, Zo)-a ’(z, Zo)). 3


